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Executive summary
This report describes a ‘List of Good Practices on Marine Education and Outreach’ as a deliverable of
Work Package 3 (‘Education and Lifelong Learning’) Task 2 (‘Identify and facilitate access to and uptake of
existing Ocean Literacy learning elements’) in the project Sea Change. This list provides a starting point
for the content of a growing database and portal of good outreach and education practices, which will
become a searchable online directory for public use.
The list consists of marine outreach and/or education practices that have been organised or presented in
Europe, in the past or in the present. These practices have been selected from 4 different sources: (1) the
abstract books of EMSEA conferences (2012-2015) and (2) of the first IMSCC conference in 2014, as well
as (3) a previously existing list carefully compiled by EMSEA experts, and (4) an internal survey done
among the Sea Change project partners by CoExploration Ltd. Entries had to fill the requirement of either
providing significant information or resources for the end user, either representing an innovative or
original inspiring practice or project, and having an origin, affiliation, link with, or focus on Europe.
The database in Appendix 1 contains a first selection of resources, meant to form a basis for further
engineering of the database. The table in Appendix 1 consists of 4 columns: an ID-field, the name of the
website, institution or project, the URL, and a short description (between 25 and 190 words). The list can
be consulted via the Sea Change website as well (http://www.seachangeproject.eu).
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1.

Introduction

A lot of excellent learning elements, from individual units (videos, images, illustrations) to full packs
containing multiple elements (manuals, field trips, experiments) have been developed globally and can
be used to teach Ocean Literacy (OL) principles in both formal and informal education settings. Units can
be used to teach almost any aspect of school curricula. Sea Change (Task 3.2) is now building an online
directory for marine good education and outreach practices, with the aim of linking educators,
communicators, scientists and other interested groups to existing OL learning elements. For this, Sea
Change identifies good existing materials. In the future providers/users will be allowed to submit new
materials.

2.

Evaluation
2.1

Evaluation of the starting list of resources

The database is, at the publication of its first version (February 2016), restricted to good practices
carefully selected from a few reliable resources. We have decided to upgrade 3.2 taking into account not
only formal education (as stipulated in the DOW), but all best practices including working with the wider
public in informal contexts. For the formal part, we have retrieved examples from EMSEA events
and other major sources:
-

all EMSEA (European Marine Science Educators Association) conferences (2012-2015)
the first International Marine Science Communication Conference (IMSCC, 2014)
a list of known good practices, previously compiled by experts of EMSEA.

In addition, the Sea Change partner CoExploration Ltd sent out a questionnaire/survey to (c. 100)
"experts" in order to collect the top-5 (or top-10) best practices in sharing ocean knowledge with a wider
audience (Sea Change Task 1.4). By selecting the participants to the survey, we built in an evaluation
system that was definitely more realistic (feasible) than setting up an entire assessment procedure and
scoring all individual practices we come across on the internet.
In selecting the practices from these four sources, we evaluated the following criteria:
-

-

-

The resources must concern, at least for a significant part, marine topics.
The resources are either provided by European institutions, projects or organizations, either they
are applicable to the European marine environment or comparable environments; i.e. they have
to be useful for European teachers, educators and other members of the public.
The resources must either provide useful information on marine topics, downloadable teaching
or educational resources, or, if only consisting of an abstract/short description, must be inspiring,
renewing or original in nature.
The resources are preferably in English, or if not, in any other European language.

This selection procedure guarantees a minimum quality of each listed practice. Along the process, experts
(including EMSEA and the National Marine Educators Association (NMEA)) have worked together to assess
the learning elements, help to classify them and provide instructions on their suitability to be used
1
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in different learning environments (from school, to scouts groups, to community centres etc.), thereby
enriching the inventory.
We have taken notice of the WP1.4 report from Karl Donert (EuroGEO), who stressed the importance of
including ocean data and interactive tools - such as mapping and virtual laboratories, as well as citizen
science initiatives, the use of data, satellite imagery and GIS, as they allow active learning and scientific
enquiry to take place.

2.2

Evaluation of the online database

At present a system is being worked out to allowing the wider community and potential users to evaluate
the quality of, or comment on the database entries. Using the number of downloads as a criterion is
considered not suitable, as the resource portal will only refer to external websites, and does not own
these resources, hence the resources will not be downloaded from our website. The community aspect is
considered challenging yet sustainable. Besides a user feedback system, a core group of experts will be
selected to do a first-hand filtering of practices before they go online, as sometimes users aren’t familiar
enough with the content to know whether it’s accurate or not. Proposals have been done for providing
users with criteria they are asked to comment on, so that visitors of the site can see what aspects of the
materials have been reviewed and which have not, or for assigning an expert panel with the task of doing
a more comprehensive review of the most promising resources. In collaboration with IT experts, it’s been
investigated these possibilities in terms of technical and non-technical feasibility.

3.

Format

To date, there is no decision yet on how knowledge bases should be incorporated in an overall Sea
Change and/or ResponSEAble database structure. Therefore, the current format of the database is in XLS
(Appendix 1 of this report). The final format will be discussed and shaped at the Sea Change workshop in
Athens, May, 11-13th 2016, where also the selection and evaluation procedures for additional good
practices will be consolidated. As soon as there is a knowledge base format decided upon and developed
by SeaChange/ResponsEAble Knowledge Bases working group we will upload our Excell information to
that resource.
We have established a collaboration with the successful US system “The Bridge”
(http://web.vims.edu/bridge, coordinated by Lisa Ayers Lawrence) opening the door for a joint
Transatlantic venture in the future. The Bridge is a US-based growing collection of the best marine
education resources available on-line. It provides educators with a source of accurate and useful
information on (global, national, and regional) marine science topics, and gives researchers a contact
point for educational outreach. The Sea Change directory, however, will not be restricted to formal
education practices alone, as The Bridge does, but will also include resources for informal learning.
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4.

Database

The fields used in the current Excell directory are, as much as possible yet not fully, in line with the
descriptive categories of the Bridge knowledge base, which enables maximal interoperability. The
database in Appendix 1 contains the fields ‘ID’, ‘Name’, ‘URL’ and ‘Description’, yet these data have been
completed with many more metadata.
Description of all fields (fields with an asterisk (*) are considered valuable to be visible for the public):
ID*: unique identification number for each practice.
Title*: title or acronym of the project, website, organization, activity or resource.
URL*: link to the resource, practice or website providing resources. A few of the entries are social media
pages.
Description*: descriptions of the resources are using as many keywords as possible, giving a quick
overview on which topics the resources cover or what sort of materials they provide, making the
database more useful for searches using a free search field. Descriptions are kept short, between 30 and
130 words (most of them between 50 and 100 words).
Affiliation: affiliation refers to the main organizing institution behind a project delivering the resource(s).
Audience*: this field specifies the main audience targeted by the referred resources. Often resources are
targeted at the general public, yet sometimes they are very specific for teachers, students or (semi)professionals.
Resource type* (controlled vocabulary): this field answers the question “what can you get from this
website?” Resources can contain learning materials (e.g. classroom activities), blogs, videos, photos or
sounds, and many more. The field ‘resource type’ can be filled with more than one type of resources, as a
single web link may lead the visitor to multiple resources of different types.
Activity type* (controlled vocabulary): this field answers the question “what is the type of activity or
project presented through this link?” This can refer to e.g. excursions, exhibitions, workshops, an online
information platform, citizen science, etc. ‘Activity type’ may refer to more than one type of activity, as a
single web link may lead the visitor to multiple types of activities.
Origin: this field refers to how the resources were acquired (e.g. via the IMSCC, or an EMSEA conference)
Country: abbreviated, sometimes EU, worldwide or a specific region (e.g. Mediterranean)
Language*: this field contains all languages that appear, whether in small or large amount, on a specific
resource website or link.
Years: this refers to the period when the project referred to is or was running.
Creation date: original date of submission of the record.
Modified date: date of modification/assessment of the resource.

The current database, consisting of 133 records, is very diverse in all the variables described. For most of
the variables, multiple audiences, resource types, activity types and languages were traced back.
The majority of the resources is aimed at multiple target groups, often consisting of ‘the general public’
(82) in combination with other groups like schools (at different levels), teachers (25), scientists (10),
divers (7), fishermen (5), artists (2) and cooks (2).

3
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Most of the resources contain at least a summary or short description of the project, which we referred to
as ‘abstract/summary’. 69 of the resources contain online information about marine topics, and a large
part of them also contains blogs, booklets, classroom activities and experiments, fact sheets, games,
images, maps, photos, posters, project reports and videos. In terms of readily downloadable learning
materials, many resources contain classroom, lab and field activities (c. 10-25 resources per category).
More than 80 resources contain readily downloadable education or outreach materials, while the others
consist of a project description, report or summary.
Most of the resources were described as education projects and ‘online information platforms’, yet a
surprising 25 of them contains a citizen science initiative. 30 resources describe or provide workshops
(often for students), while many of them include excursions (27), exhibitions, events, or a research
project with an education or outreach component embedded.
As described previously, the resources are mainly of European origin, or have a strong European leg or
applicability. Most resources are from the United Kingdom (38), followed by Portugal (21), France,
Ireland, Sweden, Italy, Spain and Belgium. Although most of them are - at least in part - in English, many
are nearly only available in their local language. Sometimes websites contain an English introduction or
project description, but for instance only local language teaching materials. Many resources are in
Portuguese (18), French (17), German (12), Spanish (12), Dutch (11), Italian (10), Swedish (7) and even
Gaelic (4). One entry contains Arabic translations of the materials presented.
The high and multiple diversity of this database makes it a challenge to structure and delineate the
inventory. Discussions with collaborators from The Bridge, as well as with all Sea Change WP3 partners
have been held, and will now be complemented with the expertise of IT-professionals to further build the
online platform.

5.

Legacy

As described above, this list of outreach and education practices is a starting point for a growing online
directory. This involves an already installed collaboration between academic partners, responsible for the
content of the portal, and technological partners assigned with the task to bring the semantic web
technology together with the infrastructure to support it.
The first phase of analysis of documents in search for good education and outreach practices has been
completed, discussions were held on the quality requirements of the portal entries, and decisions have
been made on how to tag the documents and structure the digital content. It is now time to open up this
discussion to all project partners as well as external experts, to further decide on what the key features of
the site would be, its strategy for feeding and further development, taking into account its potential for
growth and integration in a larger European or even trans-Atlantic system.
After publication of the starting-point database in February 2016, VLIZ will further add best practices,
including the best EU Ideas & all Sea Change Ocean SIPP-events (Sea Change Task 4.1), all European
marine Citizen Science initiatives (Sea Change Task 4.3 & WG EMB on Citizen Science) and the
aquaria/science centre events (Sea Change Task 4.4).
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Dissemination of the database will be carried out in WP7 Communications and make use of existing networks.
Linked to the inventory, users will be able to post questions to the community when looking for useful resources.
Web based, it will have potential global reach and encourage knowledge sharing.
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Appendix 1: List of good practices
ID

Name

URL

Description

1

Adopt a float

http://www.monoceanetmoi.com
/web/index.php/en/adopt-afloat-project

‘Adopt a float’ allows a class to follow an underwater robot of the « profiling float » ARGO-type
during its scientific voyage. The trajectory of the float brings the students into an oceanic zone (e.g.
the Mediterranean or the North Atlantic) and, in real-time, allows them to participate in the depthtemperature-salinity observations collected by this float. To adopt and follow a profiling float also
means an engagement to share the acquired knowledge via the website. The online information
allows teachers and/or scientific mediators to prepare courses on associated research topics.

2

Aaleekspedition

https://www.facebook.com/Aalee
kspedition/?fref=ts

Social media - In 2014, the Danish ship Dana went to the European eel’s spawning grounds in the
Sargasso Sea (near Florida) and then followed their migration route back to Europe, in order to
investigate the role of climate-induced changes in spawning areas in the recent sharp eel stock
decline in Europe. This Facebook page acts as an outreach portal, providing news on the different
associated research projects, and engaging fishermen and others with this research cruise. The
interactions created new ideas for research, as well as new understanding by the followers of the
page.

3

Acid Ocean Virtual
Lab

http://i2i.stanford.edu/AcidOcean
/AcidOcean.htm

The Acid Ocean Virtual Lab offers free interactive digital learning tools on climate change and ocean
acidification. The Lab contains three sections: (1) learning the main facts on ocean acidification (2)
studying the effects of acidified seawater on urchin larval growth, and (3) a virtual urchin larvae
measurement experiment. The lab is part of the bigger transatlantic ‘Inquiry to Student
Environmental Action’ (I2SEA) project that promotes international collaboration among high school
and secondary school students as they learn about, discuss, and envision solutions to shared
environmental challenges. On the website of the project is also a carbon footprint calculator.
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Name

URL

Description

4

Analyse Educatie en
Marien Oecologiesch
Onderzoek: stichting
ANEMOON

http://www.anemoon.org/

The ANEMOON Foundation (‘ANalyse Educatie en Marien Oecologisch ONderzoek’) supports
volunteers in monitoring and inventorying the fauna and flora in the Dutch marine environment. For
molluscs, ANEMOON also monitors terrestrial environments (land snails), and for other animals
freshwater environments are included besides marine and brackish environments. The organization
also takes into account observations from the Dutch Caribbean. The website offers field guides (in
order to recognize species and objects like mermaids purses), species fact sheets, maps with
interesting diving locations, reports, photos, newsletters, field protocols and scientific papers.
Subjects cover submarine, beach and littoral environments.

5

Angler Recording
Project

http://www.sharktrust.org/en/an
glers_recording_project

Starting from 2010, the Shark Trust systematically asked UK based anglers to record all sharks, skates
and rays they catch. In time, the information collated by the project will increase the understanding
of inshore shark, skate and ray populations throughout the UK, feeding into the development of
more effective management and, where necessary, protection. The Shark Trust has produced a
Shark, Skate and Ray Identification Guide, as well as a pocket guide and CD-ROM – and a wide range
of additional leaflets and posters. Anglers can record their catch using an online recording form.

6

AquaRing: Accessible
and Qualified Use of
Available Digital
Resources about
Aquatic World In
National Gatherings

http://project.aquaringweb.eu

AquaRing was an EU Project to set up an online resource for information on aquatic sciences. Its
content is provided by European aquariums, natural history museums and science centres. Among its
objectives was bringing together existing online collections on marine and aquatic sciences, from
Europe, and to raise awareness about aquatic environments, and how they can be conserved. This
website describes the project and its goals and deliverables. Progress reports are available.

7

Vattenkikaren
(Aquascope)

http://www.vattenkikaren.gu.se

Aquascope is an educational website about the Swedish coastal areas: it contains information on the
different coastal and marine environments (sandy and rocky beach ecology, cliffs, pelagial waters,
waves), on (over-)fertilization of Swedish waters, seals, anglerfish, octopus, cnidarians and algae. It
also contains many fact sheets with scientific illustrations, photos, identification tips and distribution
maps of the organisms living in the coastal and marine environments. Furthermore, tips for your own
investigation (how to investigate the beach, press macro algae, snorkel and study a shallow soft
bottom) and tips for books and webpages about the sea are provided.
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ID

Name

URL

Description

8

Ask about Ireland

http://www.askaboutireland.ie/

Ask About Ireland is an initiative, by public libraries, local museums and archives, to digitize and
publicize the original material from their local studies' collections to create a national Internet
resource for culture. The participating organizations have selected material of particular public
interest from their holdings and have then digitized it and set it in a narrative context. Among other
topics (ranging from sport and transport to architecture and Irish writers), marine and environmental
topics are covered as well (use the search box!). Information is adapted and directed to the different
levels of education.

9

The Baltic Sea Portal

http://www.itameriportaali.fi/

Portal to Finnish environmental and climate websites with content on the Baltic Sea: Information on
the water level and freezing of the Baltic Sea, sea and ice content on the sea’s physical features /
Material related to the protection of the Baltic Sea / Information about marine management, the
condition of the Baltic Sea and the monitoring of it, marine oil spill response and Finnish marine
research / The state of the Baltic Sea / Algal situation / Reporting algal observations / The materials
of the Aranda and Muikku research vessels of SYKE / The Baltic Sea and climate change.

10

Basking Shark Watch

http://www.sharktrust.org/en/ba
sking_shark_project/

The Basking Shark Project is a programme where citizens can report their sightings and photographs
of basking sharks and hence contribute to the basking shark conservation. The Shark Trust runs both
a sightings database and a photo-ID database which store information about these vulnerable
species. The website contains a lot of information, an identification guide, a code of conduct on how
to approach basking sharks, a handbook, a database of the records, distribution maps of the records
since 2004 and a form to submit a sighting.

11

BeachWatch

http://www.mcsuk.org/beachwat
ch/

BeachWatch organises beach cleanup days, where thousands of volunteers get involved in the most
influential fight against marine litter in the UK. As a volunteer, you can either join an existing
BeachWatch cleanup activity or organise one in your coastal neighbourhood yourself. Every year,
BeachWatch compiles an annual litter report, based on data collected from all the BeatchWatch
activities. This report is then used as a backup for talks with companies, water companies, decision
makers and leaders.
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ID

Name

URL

Description

12

BEAST!

http://beta.baboro.ie/outreach/b
east/

A partnership between scientists, artists, teachers, and primary school children, aimed at exploring
issues of climate change and sustainable living, jointly exploring a ‘Low Carbon Future’ through a
series of workshops. Teachers were shown the use of arts in teaching the school curriculum, while
scientists and engineers put together workshops (visiting schools and taking the students on field
trips). Some topics were marine related (e.g., ocean acidification, use of seaweed and cultivation,
renewable energy devices, biodiversity, fisheries and marine conservation, bacteria, food chain and
food webs, deep sea life). The artwork is shown on the annual Baboró Childrens Arts Festival.

13

Big Sea Survey

http://www.marinecitizenscience.
com/projects/bigseasurvey.html

In the Big Sea Survey local communities and volunteers help to collect data about marine species
living along the northeastern coastline of England. Students get to learn about field surveying and
species identification by the training provided. The collected information helps scientists and coastal
managers in their decision making on biodiversity issues. A travelling exhibition summarizes the
findings of the project and the records of marine intertidal species, and goes out and around to local
communities in the area. The display also showcases all of the exciting activities and events which
have been ongoing across the region.

14

Bioblitz

http://www.mba.ac.uk/bioblitz/

‘BioBlitz’, a UK based Citizen Science project, consists of activities that are a collaborative and flexible
race against the clock to discover as many species of plants, animals and fungi as possible, within a
set location, over a defined time period (usually 24 hours) and including marine and coastal areas. A
BioBlitz activity usually comprises a group of scientists, students, naturalists and other members of
the public working together. Each year, the Marine Biological Association (co-)organises a Bioblitzevent. On this website, you can find reports of these marine-related events.

15

Projecto BioRede

http://www.biorede.pt/

Biorede is an impressive online learning platform, developed to help secondary school teachers to
teach biology. Topics include taxonomy, ecology, botany, concerning the estuary and the marine
environment in the Aveiro region (Portugal). The website also contains a section on molecular
biology. This site is developed by the biology department of the University of Aveiro.
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16

BIO-WATCH system

http://www.bio-watch.com

The Biowatch website sells waterproof fish identification cards with pictures, with (scientific and
common) names and with principal characteristics (e.g. range of length) of 40 fish species from the
coastal Mediterranean. The fish ID-cards contain fish names in 8 different languages, and hazardous
species are indicated. Log sheets for recording fish, as well as field guides in the form of booklets are
available in English, Russian, German and Greek. Snorkeling recommendations are given on the
website. The Biowatch field guides and ID-sheets are used in the citizen science project COMBER
(Citizens’ Network for the Observation of Marine BiodivERsity).

17

Black John the bogus
pirate-cartoon
workbook of marine
beasts

http://spindriftpress.com/index.p
hp/childrens-books/black-johnthe-bogus-pirate/

This 20-page workbook is designed to teach budding buccaneers and biologists of all ages how to
draw cartoons and learn a bit of marine biology along the way. Designed to be used in class or at
home, the workbook introduces students to the basics of cartoon drawing by designing basic facial
expressions and then moving on to more complex characters using marine animals as examples. The
workbook fits into National Science Education Standards in the USA, Ireland and the UK with
educational expert advice.

18

Black Sea SCENE

http://www.blackseascene.net/co
ntent/content.asp?menu=018000
0_000000

The project BlackSeaSCENE (2005-2008) and its upgrade (2008-2011) have developed an extended
research infrastructure network around the Black Sea. The project website offers a large (meta-)
database on scientific measurements taken by different partners in the Black Sea. The website also
offers general information about the Black Sea: its physical description and ecological status, as well
as information about all the countries surrounding the Black Sea.

19

BlueB-debrisFree

http://www.cienciaviva.pt/img/u
pload/BlueBdebrisFree_CLF2014%20EMSEA.pdf

The project ‘BlueB-debrisFree’ was a finalist of the 11th Ilídio Pinho Foundation Award ‘Science in
School 14’. A poster describes the project, which aimed to study the marine plastic debris from the
coastal sediments of Praia de Matosinhos, a beach located in the North of Portugal. The study was
carried out by a group of secondary education students.

20

Bluesound

http://www.bluesound.org

The ‘Blue Sound’ project was launched in 2010 by the Marine Biological Association (MBA) and
partners to connect more people with the marine environment of Plymouth Sound and estuaries
(UK). Therefore, a snorkeling and beach guide were developed, as well as an interactive map showing
art, snorkeling and fishing locations around Plymouth, added up with practical information, photos
(uploaded by the public) and information on what can be fished for at these locations. A Blue Sound
Action Group helps to tell more people about the marine life in the Sound.
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21

Bridges between
school and blue
science

http://www.emepc.pt/en/kit-domar/bridges-between-school-andblue-science/the-project

‘The Bridges Between School and Blue Science’ is an educational project whose main objective is the
active integration of high school students in real research settings. By creating partnerships between
high schools and research teams linked to the oceans, it allows young people aged 14-18 to conduct
marine scientific research guided by scientists or professionals in their professional contexts. This
promotes ocean literacy with Portuguese youth, while fitting their curriculum and developing
educational resources.

22

British science week

http://www.ncl.ac.uk/marine/out
reach/scienceweek/index.htm

For the 2016 British Science Week programme, the School of Marine Science and Technology is
offering a select number of activities to get people of all ages involved. In place of the usual series of
bookable events, the organisers would like to join schools with activities either in classrooms or in
sessions at the Dove Marine Laboratory. They encourage a creative programme and are happy to
discuss ideas for hands-on sessions. Whoever is interested in running marine science or marine
engineering themed activities for their school should get in touch quickly.

23

CLAMER (Climate
change & European
marine ecosystem
research)

http://www.clamer.eu/

The project ‘Climate Change & European marine ecosystem research (CLAMER)’ assessed the gap
between what is known by research and what the general public knows about the impacts and the
socio-economic consequences of climate change on the marine environment. Large part of the
project was dedicated to communication of both the science and the public awareness outcomes.
The CLAMER website offers a wide range of resources, among which a documentary (‘Living with a
warming ocean’) and a booklet. Resources cover both the science topics and the results from the
public awareness poll, and aim at a wide range of stakeholders.

24

Classroom@Sea

http://www.classroomatsea.net/

Classroom@Sea started as the outreach component of an EU-funded research programme called
EuroSTRATAform. It aims to bring real marine science into the classroom. For this, teachers are
recruited to work alongside a scientific team on a UK research ship and to report back to the
Classroom@Sea website. This site contains stories from teachers that joined scientific cruises.
Information is given on different topics related to marine science. The site also offers descriptions for
experiments for teachers.
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25

CMIA of Matosinhos

http://www.cmiamatosinhos.net/

The Centre for Environmental Interpretation and Monitoring (CMIA) of Matosinhos organises
outreach activities including excursions (thematic days), in-house workshops/lab experiments,
(traveling) exhibitions and seminars for a public of different ages. A short description of each event is
presented on its website. The programme of the CMIA activities was set up in close collaboration
with the local community. The type of activities is very diverse, aiming to reach a public as diverse
and large as possible.

26

CNR Urania - online
logbook

https://uraniaexpedition.crowdm
ap.com/

In this site you can find a multimedia travel journal from Urania, the oceanographic research vessel
of the Italian National Research Council. Not only research measurements are shared, but also news,
impressions and stories from the researchers on board during their travel on the Adriatic Sea (3-17
May, 2012). Website visitors can read the reports, send a comment and contribute to the research
experience.

27

COMBER (Citizens'
Network for the
Observation of
Marine BiodivERsity)

http://www.comber.hcmr.gr

COMBER (Citizens Network for the Observation of Marine BiodivERsity) is a citizen science project
involving divers and snorkelers in the identification of fish species in the Mediterranean Sea.
COMBER gives training courses to Greek diving and sailing clubs on the local fish fauna and on how to
identify species. The participants enter their observations into the COMBER database, which is then
used on the long term to assess the marine biodiversity along the local coasts. The website describes
how to participate in the project. It also offers photos of different fish species and explains how to
photograph underwater.

28

Life Adrift

http://lifeadrift.info/

An educational aid for 5-16 year olds, teachers, students and adults to promote and advance
education and knowledge about plankton biology and ecology. This is achieved through
disseminating information derived from the study of plankton populations in the oceans and coastal
seas with reference to the continuous plankton recorder survey. It presents PDF resources that are
freely available for download about the human impact, fact sheets on plankton, marine food webs
and identification guides. There is a news section on courses, workshops and events in 2013.

29

Cool Seas

http://www.mcsuk.org/coolseas

The Marine Conservation Society (MCS) collaborated with the plastics industry to develop a ‘Cool
Seas Roadshow’ for primary schools in the UK. This roadshow introduces children to the impact of
litter on Britain’s marine wildlife. The website of the Cool Seas programme has a digital learning
environment for children containing a quiz and a game. A competition was held among students to
collect the largest number of bottles in a ‘bottle champion campaign’.
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30

CRAM-Q: Marine
mammals: from
rescue to recovery

http://cramq.socpvs.org/educaca
o/projetos-ciencia-viva/

In the project CRAM-Q, students had the opportunity to learn about the research activities and daily
work in a marine animal rehabilitation centre. The project intended to raise awareness among
students of how important the recovery of marine animals is for biodiversity conservation, and of the
negative impacts of human activities and other threatening factors. Project activities were mainly
experimental and laboratory activities allowing a ‘hands-on’ approach and stimulating the
development of critical scientific thinking. The activities took place in the laboratories and recovery
areas of the CRAM-Q centre, as well as on the coast and at school.

31

DFG Science TV - The
blue wonder

http://mediathek.dfg.de/en/video
-detail/blue-wonder-episode-1-atthe-base-station

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) Science TV follows DFG-funded projects through 3- minute
‘video diaries’ as researchers present their work. The material was filmed and co-scripted by the
researchers, and edited by professional production companies. The project included a training
course covering story-telling, camera techniques, editing, and post-production. Three series of videos
are tackling marine subjects (‘Blue Wonder’, ‘Search for a Cure’, and ‘Sinking Coasts’). ‘Blue wonder’
is a documentary covering marine research done at the MARUM centre in Bremen.

32

Discover
Oceanography
sessions

http://www.discoveroceanograph
y.co.uk/

The National Oceanography Centre (University of Southampton) takes groups and individuals out on
the research vessel Callista for a ‘Discover Oceanography’ session. Participants go on an excursion on
the Southampton Water to learn about oceanography while collecting biological, physical, chemical
and environmental data. This unique trip is not exclusive for classes; during school holidays it is open
to all sorts of groups and the general public. Throughout the year there are a number of open days
and public talks. The Callista can accommodate a maximum of 36 passengers, but she typically sails
with around 25-28 adults on board.

33

Diving into the
Ocean

http://tv.campusdomar.es/video/
56142f4c1f56a88005b69b98

The ‘Diving into the Ocean’ project brings marine science to society through simple experiments
related to the diversity of microscopic organisms, ocean circulation patterns, coastal upwelling
processes, ocean acidification, world fishing areas and the origin of commercial fish species,
integrated coastal zone management and dune structures and dynamics. The workshops, based on
the methodology of ‘Learning by Doing’, were set up on beaches and central locations in Iberian
cities. The content of the activities is based on the science generated by researchers of Campus
do Mar. An online video shows the nature of these activities.
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34

E-CO2 lab

http://dsvs1.units.it/eco2/

eCO2 School Lab is a virtual interactive laboratory on the topic of ocean acidification, developed for
high school students (K8-K12). It offers three perturbation experiments based on the reaction of
calcareous red algae in a high CO2–world. Students handle two virtual aquariums (one representing
actual conditions and one representing IPCC forecasted conditions for 2100 AD) by measuring algal
growth and development. The Lab is supported by a multi-media miniWiki providing background
information. Although eCO2 School Lab can be played individually, its real aim is to stimulate group
discussions about ocean acidification and its impact on marine ecosystems.

35

Ecomar Fundacíon

http://fundacionecomar.org/

The Ecomar Foundation, in partnership with PlasticsEurope, educates children on the value of the
marine environment and teaches them how to deal with plastic waste, while also developing their
passion for sailing/water sports and stimulating them into adopting healthy lifestyles. The Grímpola
workshop ‘Taking care of the sea when sailing’ demonstrated that children are not indifferent to
marine litter, know about the value of used plastics and are conscious of the need to take plastics to
the recycling container. The Ecomar foundation offers beach cleaning events, school workshops and
activities on the topics of ecology and sailing.

36

Ecomare

http://www.ecomare.nl/index.ph
p?id=3013&L=2

Ecomare is a visitor centre at the island of Texel, The Netherlands. It is a nature museum, seal
sanctuary, sea aquarium and a bird sanctuary. Ecomare organises a variety of nature excursions for
the general public and for schools. The Ecomare website includes an extended (1800 pages) online
encyclopedia, covering information about various marine animals and plants, the North Sea, and the
relation between society and the environment.

37

EPA: Environmental
Protection Agency

http://www.epa.ie/researchande
ducation/education/

The education section of the Environmental Protection Agency of Ireland’s website is a portal with
education resources on environmental issues, including water. There are links to classroom activities,
video clips, online information on (e.g.) coastal water quality, reports and infographics. The website
aims to encourage thought, debate and action on the environment.

38

Estação Litoral da
Aguda (The Littoral
Station)

http://www.fundacaoela.pt/index.php/en/educacaoen/programas-en

The Littoral Station ELA is situated at Arcozelo, south of Porto. The visitor centre features a fishery
museum and an aquarium. It is dedicated to envrironmental education for all age groups, as well as
university level education and scientific research in the area of marine ecology, aquaculture and
fisheries. There is a wide range of educational programmes and services available at the station: sea
classes, guided nature walks, marine ecological fieldwork at the nearby rocky shores and sand beach,
summer courses and an overnight stay in the aquarium. The station is used by university students for
their research.
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39

Euro.Sites

http://outreach.eurosites.info/ou
treach/education/background.ph
p

EuroSITES is a science project (2008-2011) to enhance nine European deep ocean observatories and
integrate them in a network. These observatories are fixed at chosen locations as mooring lines from
the sea surface to the seafloor. They continuously measure the physical, chemical and biological
processes of the oceans (and the (sub-)seafloor) sending data back via satellite to shore stations.
These data are vital to understand how our oceans are changing. The Outreach site of EuroSITES lets
you explore the results of the deep ocean observations, aiming at increasing awareness about ocean
observatories for measurement of long-term time-series.

40

Eur-Oceans

http://www.euroceans.info/Home/index.php

This is an archive of the website, originally built by the former EUR-OCEANS Network of Excellence
(NoE) to inform the general public about issues dealt with and results obtained by its member
institutions and scientists. It provides education resources, booklets, folders for middle and high
schools, giving access to teachers and pupils to high quality scientific information. Photos and videos
resulting from a school film contest, organised in 2008, are shown. The focus is on climate change
and the ocean, there are instructions to make your own weather station, and there are films on
different marine topics.

41

ESONET NoE:
European Sea
Observatory
NETwork Network of
Excellence

http://www.esonetnoe.org/Gallery/Movies

Ifremer, Marum, UPC and Oceanopolis have produced several short movies to increase people’s
knowledge of deep water circulation close to the seafloor (i.e. at the Benthic Boundary Layer), the
open ocean and hotspots regions. The preparation, deployment and need of deep sea observatories
is explained in a number of movies. Introductions are given to the Neptune and Venus Canada
projects, as well as the RV Suroit expedition Marmesonet (Sea of Marmara, Turkey) and the RV
Polarstern expedition ARK XXIV/2 (Longyearbyen-Reykjavic). Also, a film concerning research on
marine mammals in East Sicily is presented on this site.

42

Explorer's Education
Programme

http://www.marine.ie/Home/site
-area/areas-activity/educationoutreach/explorers-educationprogramme

The Explorers Education Programme of the Marine Institute provides education activities and
resources for primary schools to inspire a student’s interest in, and knowledge about our ocean,
marine environment, species and seashores. The programme’s modules get students and teachers
into marine projects, seashores safaris, having aquariums in the class and taking part in marine
workshops. They also organise teacher trainings. The website offers lesson plans and teacher
resources with marine topics. The lessons plans are based on the Irish NCCA Primary School
Curriculum of Science, Geography and History. Additional subjects include Mathematics, Language,
Physical Education and Arts Education. They have a service called 'Ask an Explorers Marine Scientist'
and a Question & Answer Archive.
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43

FAMAR
(FAnerógamas
MARinas) (Marinas
of Phanerogamae)

https://famar.wordpress.com/

The FAMAR (FAnerógamas MARinas) project is divided into two parts: FAMAR-Environmental
Monitoring (FAMAR-Sea) is a project in which volunteers get actively involved in environmental
monitoring of seagrass beds in the bay of Cadiz. This programme is purely scientific and participants
help the scientists in surveilling the quality of the seagrass beds. The second project is called
Environmental Education (FAMAR-EA): in this project volunteers contribute to the development of a
series of informative and educational materials about the values of seagrass in the Bay of Cadiz.
FAMAR-EA's education and outreach activities are targeted both at the general public and at schools.

44

Främmande arter i
svenska hav (Alien
species in Swedish
seas)

http://www.frammandearter.se/

This website contains recent information about alien species in Swedish seas and coastal areas,
including the Skagerrak/Kattegat and the Baltic Sea. It is aimed at anyone who wants to know more
about marine invaders, from professionals to the general public. It contains definitions,
characteristics and classifications of the concept of alien species in the marine and coastal
environment. It explains the deliberate or accidental introductions and describes the known and
anticipated impacts of aquatic invaders. The site also advises on how to prevent the introduction and
spread of alien species. The material on the site is available in Swedish, and a list of alien species and
fact sheets on more than 45 of them are also available in English.

45

Future Ocean School
Programme

http://www.futureocean.org/en/s
chulprogramme/index.php

The Research cluster ‘Future Ocean’ offers school programmes to pupils and teachers of (primary
and) secondary education. Lectures are given at the ‘Kids and Students University’ and ‘Ocean Lab’
workshops are organised for classrooms. ‘Expedition boxes’ with teaching materials (about climate
change, marine chemistry, plankton, benthos and hydrology) are borrowed to teachers, and a yearly
Federal Environmental Competition has been organised (2009-2012) for 13-18 years old scholars.
Also, a 360° dome production film was released, as well as a school book “Abenteuer Weltmeere”.
Some pupils and teachers were also given the opportunity to spend a day on scientific research
vessels.

46

Goletta Verde
(Green Schooner)

http://www.legambiente.it/golett
averde#.VlhY_3YveUk

Legambiente’s historic ship Goletta Verde (green schooner) sails every summer along the Italian
coast searching for pollution and promoting uncontaminated marine areas. Volunteers on board
collect over 500 water samples each year, which are being analysed by biologists. Beach clean-up
actions are organised. This campaign aims to give people real-time information about the cleanliness
of waters in relevant tourist destinations and promote a new type of seaside tourism aiming at
safeguarding and increasing the value of environmental quality. Excursions on this historic ship are
offered, and the website contains a contact form for citizens to report pollution in the sea.
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47

Great Eggcase Hunt

http://www.sharktrust.org/en/gr
eat_eggcase_hunt/recordfinds1.a
sp?rootid=6238&toptab=3

The Great Eggcase Hunt project aims to get as many people as possible hunting for eggcases that
have either been washed ashore, or are found underwater by divers and snorkelers. In recent
decades several species of sharks, skates and rays around the British coast have dramatically
declined in numbers. The empty eggcases (or mermaid’s purses) are an easily accessible source of
information on the whereabouts of potential nursery grounds and provide the Trust with a better
understanding of species abundance and distribution. It is a popular marine volunteer recording
programme with more than 100.000 records of eggcases. The website offers identification sheets of
sharks and rays, a database of the records, distribution maps, a manual and a form to submit eggcase
findings.

48

Havet (Sea)

www.havet.nu

Havet.nu is Sweden’s largest information platform on the sea and the marine environment. It is the
natural starting point for professionals or anyone seeking information on sea-related issues.
Havet.nu offers many different things; a forum for the dissemination of information, publications, a
collection of links, a summary of what there is to know about marine issues and an expert database.
The site is updated daily with news, reports, vacancies and more. This is an initiative of the
universities of Umeå, Stockholm and Gothenburg. The language of the website is Swedish only.

49

Hebridean Whale
and Dolphin trust

http://www.whaledolphintrust.co
.uk/education.asp

The Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Trust offers education programmes (school visits), mainly on their
yacht Silurian, on the beach and in schools in the west of Scotland. Courses on marine cetacean
species are being organised for interested adults, and the Trust often contributes to other events and
talks. They have also developed a range of teaching resources, which are available online, as well as
an array of online activities called ‘just for kids’, that complement the school visits.

50

HERMIONE: Hotspot
Ecosystem Research
and Man's Impact
On European Seas

http://www.euhermione.net/learning

The HERMIONE research project is focused on European marine ecosystems, including submarine
canyons, seamounts, cold seeps, open slopes and deep basins. Scientists from a range of disciplines
are investigating their natural dynamics, distribution, and how they interconnect. The researchers
also want to find out how these ecosystems contribute to the goods and services we rely on, and
how they are affected by natural and anthropogenic changes. The website offers information on the
(European) marine environment, including deep seas, submarine canyons etc. It offers infographics,
interactive learning resources, expedition blogs and scientist profiles.
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51

IFREMER:
discovering the
oceans

http://wwz.ifremer.fr/institut_en
g/Discovering-the-oceans

The website of the French Research Institute for Exploitation of the Sea (IFREMER) is partly dedicated
to marine science education and outreach. This section contains information, online games, videos, a
quiz and class materials. Information is provided about waves, the ocean in numbers, history, law of
the Sea, discovering new species, and life around hydrothermal vents. In the ‘explore’ section,
information, blogs, interviews, glossaries and maps on research cruises are available. A multimedia
section contains animations, images, podcasts, videos and photos. Games are included, ocean job
profiles are listed, and links to websites with interesting information or resources are revealed.

52

Inspiring Seas

http://toolkit.ncl.ac.uk/inspiringse
as/partnerschools/northeast/walk
er

Free teaching resources by the University of Newcastle, putting theory into practice on marine
science, design and technology issues that require practical solutions. PowerPoint presentations,
posters, practical exercises and online games. Topics: shipping (buoyancy, design, power, economic
value, history and future, environmental problems...), ocean life (habitats, classification, adaptation,
sexual reproduction, marine ecology...), oceans and climate change, marine litter and recycling,
marine invasions, marine renewable energy, sustainable fisheries and fish stocks, island survalval kit.

53

Dive into science:
JUMP

https://www.facebook.com/JUM
PPEC/?fref=pb&hc_location=profil
e_browser

Social Media - The project JUMP covered activities for students, to increase their knowledge on
coastal marine systems, biodiversity, food webs, marine currents, physicochemical properties of
seawater, and science communication. The type of activities were diverse, but had an emphasis on
experimental and laboratory activities enabling a hands-on approach and the development of critical
and analytical thinking. On the JUMP Facebook page, a short summary of the project is available, as
well as photos of different activities.

54

Just add H2O

http://www.nationalaquarium.co.uk/learning

The National Marine Aquarium’s Learning Programme delivers a fun, interactive learning experience
to schools, at the Aquarium. Facilities include a lab for practical group workshops, a TV studio to
produce films, a library of books, artefacts and loan boxes, a science theatre, a creative centre full of
artistic inspiration and seminar rooms fully equipped to enhance the learning experience.

55

Kit marine
biodiversity

http://www.nausicaa.co.uk/kitmarine-biodiversity.html

Nausicaá has compiled a toolkit for teachers on marine biodiversity (diversity of life, food webs,
adaptation, the sea as a resource for humans, and the importance of the coast as nursery for marine
organisms). The kit consists of downloadable classroom activities (games and worksheets) and field
activities. Other teaching aids are provided in a brochure containing information, classroom activities
and links to other websites providing worksheets and activities. Many resources can be ordered
(offline) at the Nausicaá aquarium. Topics: ‘one global ocean’, ‘from sea to plate’ – ‘seafood’, ‘citizen
of the ocean's passport’, ‘safety at sea’.
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56

Knowing the ocean

http://www.cienciaviva.pt/ocean
o/home/index.asp?accao=changel
ang&lang=en

Guidelines for education about the marine environment for primary and secondary school children,
including class materials per section. ‘Knowing the Ocean’ offers essential knowledge about marine
sciences (adapted to the school curriculum), educational resources about the ocean (adapted to each
learning level), basic information on Portuguese public marine policies (reports) and basic
information on Portuguese research related to the sea.

57

Le Centre de
Découverte des
Algues (Seaweed
Discovery Centre )

https://www.facebook.com/Centr
eDeDecouverteDesAlgues/

Social Media - The Centre de Découverte des Algues was a private outreach centre that offered
events, conferences, excursions, cooking workshops and seaweed discovery tours, large-screen
projections of observations under the microscope, etc. This discovery centre participated in the
scientific outreach component of the European project Marinexus. It’s facebook page contains
photos and short announcements or descriptions of their activities.

58

Life around the
turbines

http://www.mba.ac.uk/learningzo
ne/lifearoundtheturbines/

Life around the turbines brings together environmental (food webs, habitats & adaptation) and
technical information (windfarm technology, underwater sound) on offshore wind farms and
renewable energy in an exciting range of resources (information, PowerPoint slides, games, teacher
guidance, activity sheets) and workshops for schools (6-16 yrs).

59

Litus (The Beach)

http://www.iopan.gda.pl/rbdo/m
ekodb/litus/

LITUS is a research project to investigate the influence of industrial and recreational activity on the
functioning of sandy littoral (shallow water and beach) areas. Students can participate in monitoring
the sandy beaches, on which they investigate the flora, fauna and abiotic characteristics. Instructions
on how to do field measurements are provided on the website, as well as general information about
the littoral zone.

60

Map “Portugal é
Mar" ('Portugal Is
Sea' map)

http://www.emepc.pt/en/kit-domar/projetos/portugal-e-marmap

The ‘Portugal is Sea’ map presents the Portuguese territorial reality, accounting not only for its land
area, but also for its maritime territory. It includes the area corresponding to the proposed extension
of the Portuguese continental shelf. This map was distributed and posted in classrooms across the
country. The goal is for students of all ages to have easy access to a visual element that allows them
to have a clearer understanding of the true size of the Portuguese territory. On this page you can
explore a range of educational materials which are related to the map and are adapted to the
specificities of the Portuguese education system.
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61

Mar-Eco

http://www.mareco.no/activities/public_outreach
.html

MAR-ECO is an international science project investigating the diverse animal life along the vast
underwater mountain chains of the mid-Atlantic ridge between Iceland and the Azores. The project
includes an extended public outreach initiative, allowing people to learn about deep sea life, the midAtlantic ridge, marine ecology and scientific research cruises, by offering a range of short articles
(information, fact sheets) on these topics. A school network is listed on the website, science cruise
blogs are published, films and photos are available, and a summary of (travelling) exhibitions is
published as well. Scientific reports are also available for scientists.

62

Marine Art

http://www.marineatugent.be/co
ntent/marine-art-book

The project ‘Marine Art’ proved that, besides formal education, extramural activities can also be
used to enhance ocean literacy and citizens’ involvement in marine and coastal processes. ‘Marine
Art’ brought art students and teachers in contact with marine researchers, from whom they learned
about the ocean and about marine sciences, through presentations, dialogues or lab visits. The
project resulted in an art exhibition, and an illustrated publication that shows the process of this
project, the work-in-progress and the resulting art work, complemented with quotes and pictures of
participating art students, teachers and scientists.

63

Marine dimensions

http://www.marinedimensions.ie
/index.php

Marine Dimensions is a social enterprise dedicated to marine environmental education, research and
conservation. The programme includes school tours, marine biology courses and activities for kids.
Marine Dimensions runs workshops and courses for kids, teens and adults, both outdoors and
indoors. Marine Dimension’s biologists (and sea creatures) regularly visit schools and attend public
events. They run summer camps, wildlife tours and community based conservation projects. The
website offers a description of these activities, and limited information about sharks, rays, necklace
shells and mermaids purses. The website’s kids zone contains some dead links, however.

64

Marine Science blog

https://marinescience.blog.gov.uk
/

The Marine Science blog showcases the latest developments and research in the marine (and
freshwater) sectors done by CEFAS. Blog categories are animal health, aquaculture, c-bass, climate
change, FFN-2015, field research, Finfish news, fisheries, monitoring, oceanography, policy, pollution,
renewables, SFN-2015, Shellfish news, socio economics, technology.
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65

Marinexus

http://www.marinexus.org/

The main objective of Marinexus is to create a network of research and outreach structures, based in
Plymouth and Roscoff, in order to give the public information about marine ecosystems in the
Western Channel, and to make them aware of the ability of these ecosystems to cope with the
effects of human activity. The education is for the general public to provide information to limit
human impact to marine environment and also strengthen interactions between the cross border
area.

66

Marlin - baltic
marine litter

http://projects.centralbaltic.eu/pr
oject/447-marlin

In order to put marine litter on the daily agenda among the public and policy makers, the Baltic
Marine Litter project (MARLIN) focuses on activities to raise awareness on marine litter as well as
increased knowledge on amounts, sources, types of litter and how to mitigate the negative effects of
marine litter. Examples of activities carried out in the MARLIN project is a litter exhibition for children
(Estonia), beach walk in the Riga bay (Latvia), collect sea-bed litter in marinas (Sweden) and
educational material for children (Finland).

67

Marine Litter in
European Seas Social Awareness
and Co-responsibility
(Marlisco)

http://www.marlisco.eu/

Marlisco is a European project aiming at increasing awareness of the impact of litter on the marine
environment, identifying the land-based activities that are involved and finding solutions to reduce
that impact. Objectives are to understand the sources, type, distribution and fate of marine litter in
European Seas, to check stakeholder’s perceptions, assess practices and potential solutions, evaluate
the effectiveness of the Marine Litter Action Plan, promote it through the web, and stir dialogue
among key stakeholders. The project included a school video contest, public displays, educational
packs, exhibitions, a best practices database and guide, discussion forum and a documentary.

68

MARUM
UNISchoollab

https://www.marum.de/en/Page
1362.html

The UNISchullabor is an initiative of MARUM (Centre for Marine Environmental Sciences, Bremen
University), to build a bridge between school and science, making students familiar with the
University and its research by offering free courses to high school classes. Complex processes are
illustrated through practical exercises, with tests and work being carried out by the pupils. Focus of
the classes is on marine sciences and renewable energies. Summer courses, participations in contests
(e.g. ‘Bremen makes heroes’) and excursions are organized, as well as exhibitions at school. The
‘Plain language’ concept has been introduced in lesson packs.
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69

MarumTV

www.youtube.com/user/marumT
V

MarumTV is a Youtube channel started by MARUM, the centre for Marine Environmental Sciences at
the University of Bremen, on life and work at sea or in a lab. MARUM researchers investigate the role
of the oceans in the Earth system – particularly with regard to global change. It captures the
interactions between geosphere and marine biosphere, and provides information for sustainable use
of the oceans. The youtube channel contains videos about specific research projects (e.g. the deep
biosphere, climate research), about general topics (e.g. cold seeps, rare species in the deep sea), and
even school lab experiments for kids.

70

MoBIDic

http://www.ciimar.up.pt/mobidic
/index.php

The MoBIDiC programme (Biodiversity Monitoring Intertidal and Science Communication), works
with schools to collect marine life data (green and red algae, mussels, barnacles, fucus) along
transects across the rocky beaches of Portugal. All information collected is then made available
online. The programme aims to increase pupil’s awareness on biodiversity issues. On the long term,
the data may be used to evaluate changes caused by ecological disasters, or even climate change.
The MoBIDic website provides a lot of fact sheets (with scientific names, descriptions, habitats and
distributions of organisms), photos, and general information on different topics about the sea (e.g.
the formation of waves, depth of the ocean, etc.).

71

Mon océan & moi

http://www.monoceanetmoi.com
/web/index.php/en/

‘Mon océan & moi’ is an outreach programme whith a focus on online dissemination. With the main
objective to disseminate Ocean Sciences to a non-scientific public, its internet portal allows to
specifically address young people. The website covers topics and activities that can be used in formal
and informal education. Subjects cover marine phytoplankton, marine zooplankton, observation of
the oceans and seas, and the ocean seasons.

72

Mr. Goodfish

http://www.mrgoodfish.com/en/i
ndex.html

Mr. Goodfish is a campaign on the sustainable consumption of seafood products, launched under the
umbrella of the World Ocean Network. Their programme on sustainable seafood targets anyone
who enjoys eating fish, at home or in a restaurant, but also fishmongers and restaurateurs who buy
and sell fish. The website includes recipes and a species list with advice on what to purchase.

73

MyOcean

http://www.myocean.eu/web/22education.php

The project MyOcean (2009-2012) led the demonstration phase of what is now the Copernicus
Marine Environmental Monitoring Service. The ‘Science and Learning’ section of the Copernicus
Marine Environmental Monitoring Service offers information on methods and principles of (satellitebased and in-situ) ocean observation, monitoring and modelling/forecasting. Apart from other
information, a list of satellites and their sensors is made available.
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74

National
Geographic’s Ocean
Initiative

http://ocean.nationalgeographic.c
om

A massive collection of footage, photos, information, news, games, activities for kids, teacher
resources, daily ideas, science-, expedition- and education blogs, maps, newsletters, travel tips, etc.
related to the ocean.

75

Ocean education
National Geographic

http://education.nationalgeograp
hic.org/programs/oceanseducation/

This website brings engaging and important ocean learning to your classroom. The resources help
students to learn about ocean life, human interactions with the ocean and the ocean’s physical
geography. It also helps them to gain the information needed to formulate their own opinions on
ocean-related environmental issues.

76

Ocean Explorer
Centre

http://www.oceanexplorercentre.
org/

The Ocean Explorer Centre empowers audiences to contribute positively to a healthy and sustainably
managed marine environment through greater awareness and understanding of the marine system
and the challenges it faces. The Ocean Explorer Centre strives to provide an outstanding visitor
experience through inspirational, atmospheric and relevant ‘edutainment’ and stimulating events at
affordable prices through providing a free indoor visitor attraction near Oban to explore the science
behind our oceans. This is achieved through an Arctic cinema and interactive activities.

77

Ocean sampling day
(OSD)

http://www.oceansamplingday.or
g

The Ocean Sampling Day (OSD) is a summer solstice (June 21st) sampling campaign of the world’s
oceans, held in 2014 and 2015. This citizen science initiative collects seawater samples for microbial
analysis and measures environmental parameters of the sites in order to get insights in patterns of
microbial diversity.

78

Oceanblogs.org

http://Oceanblogs.org

Oceanblogs.org is a collection of seven blogs written by scientists from Geomar (Helmholtz Centre
for Ocean Reseach, Kiel) and the Future Ocean cluster (Kiel), on ocean related topics, including
fisheries, research vessels, politics, conferences, etc. The blogs are titled Ocean Navigator,
Meeresrauschen, Game, Mapping the Ocean Floor, Geotraces Germany Blog, AUV team Geomar and
Jellymeter.

79

Oceans

http://www.elmarafondo.com/ca
/-/oceans

Free downloadable board game for adults and children. Players go on a virtual journey of exploration
around the globe, in which they have to answer questions about biological, geological, physical and
chemical, but also historical, geographical and technological issues relating to the study of the seas
and ocean. By playing the game, people are meant to adopt a broad, holistic understanding of the
importance of the ocean to life on Earth. The game comes in two versions (for children, and for
adults), which differ in their functioning and content.
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80

Oceans4schools

http://www.noc.soton.ac.uk/o4s/
index.php

Website with information on oceanography explaining the observations done during several
scientific cruises all over the world (2002-2011) and observations done by ARGO-float monitoring.
The site contains a glossary, scientific information, the possibility to consult float data and online
quizzes to test students’ knowledge.

81

OceanTeacher global
academy

http://www.oceanteacher.org/

OceanTeacher is a web-based training system that supports classroom training, blended training (=
combined classroom and distance learning), online tutoring and online self-learning. It has been
developed as a training system for ocean data managers, marine information managers and marine
researchers who wish to acquire knowledge on data and/or information management. The Ocean
Teacher system comprises two main components: The OT Classroom, containing courses on
oceanographic data and information management (through a collection of outlines, notes and other
documents) and the OT Vimeo Channel, containing series of videos of lectures and demos.

82

One world one
ocean

http://www.oneworldoneocean.c
om/

The One World One Ocean Campaign by MacGillivray Freeman Films, is a multi-platform campaign
using the power of film, television and new media to inspire, educate and connect millions of people
worldwide in a common purpose: protect and restore the health of the ocean.

83

Operational Ecology
Marine Ecosystem
Forecasting (OPEC)

http://marine-opec.eu/

OPEC is an ecosystem forecasting tool. Its web portal is a unique initiative to assimilate the
associated data into an easy-to-use system that allows even the non-specialist to interrogate it for
information about specific sea areas, ecological indicators and time periods. Users can build in a
range of potential future scenarios to provide a powerful visualization and evaluation tool for those
that make decisions about managing the marine environment. Besides the Marine Operation Ecology
(OPEC) data portal, the OPEC website also hosts a Water Quality Service System (WAQSS), which
provides value-added and tailored satellite data to users.

84

Peeling shrimp
activity

http://www.vliz.be/en/peelingshrimp-and-oral-history

Some hundred children (9-10 year old) and elderly people met on a day-long workshop ‘peeling
shrimps’, which was organised within the framework of the ‘Week of Taste 2013’. The seniors taught
the children how to peel shrimps, while the latter listened to the stories the elderly people told them
about the evolution of fishing and processing of (and cooking with) brown shrimps throughout time.
An information website, drawn up on the size of the children’s age, includes information on the
biology, context and history of shrimps, as well as a pedagogical information sheet for the
accompanying teacher.
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85

Perseus@art: images
of the sea

http://www.perseusnet.eu/site/content.php?locale=1
&locale_j=en&sel=861

The PERSEUS management office and the Athens School of Fine Arts have organised an art
competition to introduce the dimension of Art in the Science world and vice versa. This "marriage"
between science and art, or between the inspiration and the captured feelings, allowed visitors to
explore our seas. Results were showcased in an exhibition entitled "Images of the sea". The works
aimed to raise awareness on maintaining clean seas in Southern Europe. The exhibition culminated
in an Awards Ceremony during the General Assembly meeting week.

86

Pesce ritrovato
(rediscovered fish)

http://www.pesceritrovato.it/

A website that informs the public about less well-known fish species, in order to let people discover
and appreciate these 'forgotten fishes'. The site offers information on the species, recipes,
recommendations for buying, as well as a list (and distribution map) of restaurants that serve the
particular fish species. In this way, the project hopes to lower the pressure on fish species that are
overfished now, hence to conserve biodiversity in the ocean.

87

Pessoa Não-Humana
(Non-Human Person)

http://pessoanaohumana.com/?p
ortfolio=179

‘Non-Human Person’ is a science communication project, through art, that celebrates the liberation
of the whales of the pressures exerted by humanity, by the recognition of cetaceans as non-human
persons with the capacity to feel and love, as discovered in 2006, when scientists Hof and Van der
Gught identified the presence of spindle brain cells in humpback whales. The result of this project
was the sculpture "Non-Human Person", a humpback whale that erupts out of the ground,
containing in its interior a naive heart that symbolizes its emotions. The associated website
contains information about humpback whales.

88

Planeet Zee (Planet
Sea)

http://www.planeetzee.be

Planeet Zee (Planet Sea) is a website for teachers and high school students (upper secondary school),
containing information, photos, videos, illustrations and teaching materials (field and lab
experiments) about the ocean and coast. It also contains information on several marine related
professions. Planeet Zee also invites students to marine science and technology labs in Belgium,
where they learn about marine research (do measurements, tests, calculations), and from which
they make a science poster as part of a contest that gives them the chance to win a multi-day marine
scientific journey. Planeet Zee also organises yearly workshops for teachers.
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89

Planktonbook

www.vliz.be/imisdocs/publication
s/264323.pdf

The Planktonbook is a public facebook page that aims to show the amazing diversity of marine
(micro)plankton communities in the Ría de Vigo. Photos and videos of microbial plankton,
accompanied by some scientific explanation, are posted on a weekly basis. The photos and videos
are the result of the DISTRAL project, in which 290 seawater samples have been microscopically
observed, with the aim of increasing people’s knowledge on the biological richness of phytoplankton
communities.

90

Professor Mário
Ruivo Prize

http://www.eurocean.org/np4/22
79.html

The Mário Ruivo prize aims to raise public awareness to the importance of the Ocean and the Ocean
related services to Humankind. In 2012, the Prize, named as a tribute after EurOcean's first
President, amed at rewarding an original short Movies (not longer than 15 minutes) under the
theme: Seas and Us - Links between Ocean and Daily Life Activities. The movies of all candidates are
available on the site.

91

RITMARE

http://www.ritmare.it/en/results/
sp6-research-training-anddissemination-structures/wp2communication.html

RITMARE (2012-2016) is a leading National Research Programme from Italy. It is an integrated effort
of the marine scientific community and some major industrial groups to strengthen the strategic
presence of Italian marine research in Europe and the Mediterranean. Among others, the project
aims to extend or establish research and observation systems and fishing equipment, develop
decision support systems, map the natural risks and potential for exploitation of geo-resources,
develop technologies for the assessment of human impacts on the seabed, expand shared
laboratories, and have attention for the dissemination of the project results towards stakeholders
and the general public.

92

Sandwatch, adapting
to climate change
and educating for
sustainable
development

http://www.sandwatch.ca

Sandwatch is a UNESCO global programme in which children, youth and adults work together to
collect science data and critically evaluate the problems facing their beach environments. They then
design and implement practical activities and projects to address particular issues, enhance their
beach environment and build resilience to climate change. The Sandwatch approach is called MAST:
Monitoring, Analysing, Sharing information, and Taking action. The Sandwatch manual integrates the
issue of climate change into all chapters and activities. It also includes a guide to documenting and
sharing Sandwatch results via social networks and other means. Sandwatch links classroom activities
to real-life issues relating to climate change, environment, sustainable development, cultural
diversity, science and more.
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93

School at sea

http://schoolatsea.com/1/school+
at+sea.html

A secondary school on board a ship sailing from Amsterdam to the Caribbean and back during a six
month excursion to develop talents and leadership skills. The school connects educational
knowledge to experiences on expeditions and aboard the ship, through sailing as you learn. The
students progressively become more hands on with sailing the boat and planning the excursion as
the trip progresses in an experimental learning with alternate days of sailing and following the
normal 4 VMO programme of their school.

94

S.E.A.M.E: Science
Education Applied
Through Marine
Ecology

http://www.seame.marecol.gu.se
/index.html

The Marine station at Tjärnö, Sweden, invites students and teachers from different European
countries to 4-day workshops at the marine station. Together they meet and discuss with scientists,
design and execute small-scale experiments and document their work on marine ecology. The SEA
ME website offers classroom- and field experiments that were conducted during these workshops.
They aim at stimulating interest and encouraging students in secondary schools to continue studying
natural sciences, at developing inquiry-based learning methods based on the concepts of scientific
reasoning, and bringing together students and teachers with scientists in marine biology and
promote the image science as a career.

95

Scientix

http://www.scientix.eu/

Scientix represents the community for science education in Europe, it promotes and supports a
Europe-wide collaboration among STEM (science, technology, engineering and maths) teachers,
education researchers, policymakers and other STEM professionals. The project has built an online
portal to collect and present science education projects. It has published more than 1000 items of
STEM teaching materials, and has organised several teacher workshops, as well as a conference. In a
second phase, the project reached out to national teacher communities, and contributed to the
development of national strategies for wider uptake of inquiry-based and other innovative
approaches to science and maths education.

96

SciLes: Science
Learning
Environments for the
Future School

http://www.utu.fi/en/units/edu/u
nits/okl/research/themes/science
-learning/sciles/Pages/home.aspx

SciLes is a social sciences research project that aims to develop digital tools (virtual inquiry learning
environments), as to advance (1) the engagement of students towards scientific fields and (2) the coconstruction of unsterstanding science and learning advanced reasoning in environmental science
and policy (i.e. understanding the scientific bases of the global threats of our environment). The
project aims to foster teachers' professional development.
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97

Sea science

http://www.nuigalway.ie/ryaninst
itute/educationoutreach/seascien
cegalwaycitymuseum/

SeaScience is an exhibition in the Galway City Museum, it is a space that invites to learn and discover
a little bit more about everyday marine topics & issues, and about how research fits into these.
SeaScience is a collection of five hands-on, interactive exhibits (Get Electric -Sea of Sound - Marine
Litter - Plankton Glow Show - Dive, hover, explore). All of the exhibits were designed and built
especially for this project, and they are housed in a space that is an experience in itself. Step into the
mini-super-submarine, grab a flashlight and explore the dark room of glowing plankton.

98

Sea Watch
Foundation

http://seawatchfoundation.org.uk
/?page_id=792

Sea watch organises school visits, university and community lectures as well as specialist interest
workshops. They keep the public informed by working closely with media, government,
environmental partners and industry. They also organise adult training courses to give an overview of
cetacean biology and ecology, conservation issues facing UK cetaceans, species identification, and
recommended survey methods for monitoring. The courses provide an unparalleled opportunity to
see marine mammals in the wild and to contribute to cetacean conservation in Britain. They ask
members of the public to carry out surveys and they supply teaching materials and fact sheets for
primary school educators.

99

Sea-education
summer school

http://www.labexmer.eu/en/edu
cation/educationalinnovation/summer-school-mereducation

Annual sea-education summer schools. The shared objectives are to participate in the training of
secondary school teachers, to contribute to the development of the link between high schools and
university and increase the visibility of Brittany’s excellence in terms of marine and coastal research,
both in natural and social sciences. The Sea-Education summer school offers teachers from any area
with an immersive experience. Working with researchers, they will discover new approaches and
scientific tools that they can reinvest in innovative and/or interdisciplinary educational projects.
Previous topics include: "Coastal risk sciences and society” and "Climate changes, ocean and society”.

100

SEASEARCH

http://www.seasearch.co.uk/inde
x.htm

Seasearch is a project for volunteer sports divers who have an interest in what they see under water,
who want to learn more and who want to help protecting the marine environment around the coasts
of Great Britain and Ireland. Seasearch organises courses on how to survey the British coastal waters,
how to recognise different habitats, fauna and flora. The website also offers survey guidance notes
and fill-in sheets for observation. The survey and annual reports give a summary of the surveys as
well as the data (observed species).
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101

Shark By-Watch UK

http://www.sharkbywatch.org

Shark By-Watch UK is a project in which fishermen and scientists work together to improve
knowledge and fishing practices for sustainable shark, skate and ray fisheries. In the first phase of the
project, a series of workshops was held in which expertise was actively shared to develop fishery
surveys and tagging schemes to find out when, where and how elasmobranchs are caught (both as
target and non-target species), how many survive capture, and how sustainable shark, skate and ray
fisheries can be built for the long-term.

102

Shellfish centre

http://www.skaldyrcenter.dk/

The Limfjorden based Danish Shellfish Centre (DSC) is a research facility focusing on shellfish
aquaculture, fisheries and estuarine ecology. The Dissemination Centre of DSC provides education
and eco-tourism services, enabling visitors (schools, tourists and companies/associations) to learn
about the Limfjorden ecosystem and DSC research fields. Activities include guided tours through the
DSC facilities and the hatcheries, sailing trips to a mussel farm, snorkeling and beach tours, field,
laboratory and/or cooking activities, one day or week courses for secondary or high school students
to enrich and expand their knowledge through field and laboratory experiments.

103

Shore shapers

http://www.biogeomorph.org/co
astal/shoreshapers/

The Shore Shapers guide, a UK-based initiative, explains how the wildlife on rocky shores interacts
with its physical habitat (geomorphology). It is designed to be interactive with fun science activities
to help you explore the different ways in which wildlife helps to create your rocky shore.

104

Shorewatch

http://www.shorewatch.co.uk

The Shorewatch project is a programme in which citizens record archaeological sites, which are often
at risk as they are prone to storms and erosion, along the Scottish coast. Shorewatch aims to get as
much information as possible about the sites before it is too late. Anyone, from locals, community
groups, schools to tourists can send photos and drawings of a site. The website contains information
on how to get involved and how to record archaeological sites. Current projects are presented
online, and explanations are given on why these data are being collected, who it is for and where
people’s recordings go to. There are also forms and guidance notes available to help people start
their own recording project.

105

Highsea & Seaside:
Sience & Education
at the Alfred
Wegener Institute
for Polar and Marine
Research

http://www.awi.de/nc/en/aboutus/service/press/pressrelease/highsea-the-successfulclassroom-instruction-project-ofthe-alfred-wegener-institute-getsa-new-pa.html

In the school project HIGHSEA (HIGHschool of Science & Education @ the AWI (Alfred Wegener
Institute for Polar and Marine Research)), AWI offers lessons in biology, chemistry, mathematics and
English to a selection of high school students (c. 16-18 yrs), for two days per week. The school lab
SEASIDE (Science & Education @ the AWI: Single Day Experiments) invites students to the AWI to
perform experiments and enter in an active dialogue with scientists of the institute. Focus lies on
ocean acidification, sea ice and permafrost.
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106

Òrain na Mara
(Songs of the
Scottish Sea)

http://www.sams.ac.uk/andycrabb/songs

Songs of the Scottish Sea is a collaboration project between a filmmaker, marine scientists and
musicians. The aim is to create two linked sets of four wordless films on the (1) Neart na Mara / The
Power of the Sea; (2) Biadh na Mara / The Food of The Sea; (3) Slàinte na Mara / The Health of the
Sea, and (4) Cumadh na Mara / The Shape of the Sea. The filmmaker, who is a resident for 2 years at
SAMS, will work with scientists and staff at SAMS, post and undergraduate students as well as high
school and primary school pupils, to produce 4 web-based documentaries providing the marine
science background to the themes of the wordless films.

107

Splashdown

http://www.ncl.ac.uk/marine/out
reach/summer/

108

Spot the jellyfish

http://www.ioikids.net/jellyfish

The Dove Marine laboratory runs summer schools (five days to two weeks long) for 9 to 14 years old
students. During the long running Key stage 2 summer school, pupils investigate the animals and
plants that inhabit our oceans, exploring marine life at first-hand on local rocky shores, in the
University's aquarium and by using microscopes. Pupils consider the importance of our seas to
humans and how the design of ships can have implications for the costs of goods that we import.
They carry out a mini-research project, play games and perform art.
The IOI-KIDS Spot the Jellyfish initiative aims to increase awareness, especially amongst the younger
generations, about the local diversity of jellyfish, through a hands-on exercise involving the reporting
of sightings of jellyfish that often swarm close to our shores and beaches. In doing so, this citizen
science initiative supplies useful data for local marine scientists and tourist authorities, and as such,
helps tourists to avoid those stinging jellies! This website contains general information about
jellyfish, facts about different species, and a booklet on sting treatment. News items and a reporting
map are included as well.

109

Sunfish tracking

http://sunfish.lsts.pt/en/outreach
/education

This experiment aims at collecting data about the behavior and habitat(s) of the Sunfish (Mola Mola),
by use of aerial, surface and underwater vehicles that track tagged Sunfish specimens. An important
goal of this project is the outreach to middle-schoolers in the Porto region, providing the students
with a view of what academic research is like and elicit interest by answering their questions and
queries. The interactions between the students and researchers are enhanced through publication of
daily blog updates, a video conference with pupils and researchers, and a school visit during which
researchers presented the Sunfish tracking experiment to the students.
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110

Sustainable Seafoodweek Ugent

www.vliz.be/imisdocs/publication
s/239428.pdf

Each year, Ghent University organises a Sustainable Seafood-week, with lectures and tastings for
students, staff, and the wider public. It raises awareness on overfishing and on how we can make
‘sustainable decisions on fish consumption’. This is however more than just an event; the Sustainable
FISH@UGent project assessed the university’s fish and seafood purchases, removed the seafood that
score poorly on sustainability from the menus and replaced it with sustainable alternatives. As a
result of this initiative, Ghent University now only serves sustainable fish.

111

Baltic Sea Project
(BSP)

http://www.b-s-p.org/

The Baltic Sea Project (BSP) involves an international network of more than 200 secondary schools
from countries around the Baltic Sea, striving for a better environment of the Baltic. Most schools
are situated on the Baltic coast, but some are located inland. The schools are exchanging
correspondence as well as exhibits, videos and even students. During their visits, the students usually
study a local environmental problem together. The project website offers a teacher handbook and 9
extensive learners’ guides on the quality of water, air, rivers, environmental education, history,
recycling and ecology. The project is supported by UNESCO and partly financed by the European
Union.

112

The Baltic Sea
Protection Day

http://www.balticmuseums.net/s
tralsund/en/content/baltic-seaprotection-day-nmfri-gdyniaaquarium

For citizens of the Baltic countries, the presence of beaches and the sea became so obvious that its
true life often remains unnoticed. Meanwhile, they live near a unique sea, from which (consciously
or not) they draw benefits every day. The ‘Day of Protection of the Baltic Sea’ is a good occasion to
remind them of these benefits. It's an event that is celebrated by the Baltic Sea inhabitants only, in
thought of the youngest of all the seas of the world.

113

Blue Flag

http://www.blueflag.global/

The Blue Flag is a voluntary eco-label awarded to more than 4000 beaches and marinas in 48
countries across the world. The Blue Flag works towards sustainable development of beaches and
marinas through strict criteria dealing with water quality, environmental education and information,
environmental management, and safety and other services. The website provides an information
booklet about Blue Flag, as well as a manual for organizing a beach clean-up event, and some books
full of educational activities one can do with children/pupils.

114

The Center for
Environmental
Interpretation and
Monitoring (CMIA)
of Vila do Conde

http://www.cmiaviladoconde.net/

The Centre for Environmental Interpretation and Monitoring organises lectures (by invited
researchers), hands-on workshops and field trips on ‘Marine Biodiversity’ and ‘Discovering the
Coast’. CMIA also hosts thematic exhibitions such as ‘There is Fishing in Vila do Conde’, ‘Coastal
Erosion’ and ‘Journey to the Deep Sea’, among others. The Centre also operates as a Blue Centre
(‘Blue Flag European Programme’) in summer, organising recreational-educational games and
workshops aimed at promoting several themes related to the sea and water.
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115

The CIIMAR at
School

http://www.ciimar.up.pt/oCIIMA
RnaEscola/

Free web-based platform containing a set of experimental protocols about marine and
environmental sciences, developed and tested by researchers and CIIMAR collaborators, to be
carried out by teachers in the classroom. The protocols consist of a brief description of the topic (all
related to the Centre’s research), the experimental procedure, and result log sheets for students. All
of the protocols are suitable for the biology curriculum of both primary and secondary education
levels. CIIMAR researchers also give free lectures in public schools regarding marine biology and
environmental impacts.

116

The CIIMAR at
School - blog

https://ciimarnaescola.wordpress.
com/

This blog aims to disseminate science, and facilitate the involvement of youth and the general public
in issues related to marine science and environmental protection, and in particular to the oceans and
ocean literacy. As part of the project OceanLab, the blog is open to submission of articles written by
students across Portugal. The articles, all related to the principles of ocean literacy or to an activity
conducted in the framework of the OceanLab project, are being revised by a team of experts. Articles
get published on the blog, and the best one wins an OceanLab prize.

117

The Irish Basking
Shark Project

http://www.baskingshark.ie/

The Irish Basking Shark Study Group is an amalgamation of numerous basking shark centered
programmes of research and education. The overarching focus of the group is to support the
sustainable management of basking sharks in the Irish and Northeast Atlantic context. The website
provides information on Basking Sharks, their biology and distribution. It provides codes of conduct
for swimmers and other target groups, as well as maps and an online shark tracker. People can
report sightings of sharks too. The Basking Shark Project aims to coordinate research and surveys on
these sharks, and also aims to educate the public.

118

ORCA Looking out
for Whales and
Dolphins

http://www.orcaweb.org.uk/

Monitoring the whales and dolphins in the ocean is at the heart of ORCA’s work. ORCA volunteers
identify critical whale and dolphin habitats in UK, European and adjoining waters, from platforms of
opportunity such as ferries and cruise ships. They conduct monthly scientific surveys, recording
species, their locations and what the animals are doing. They give talks to passengers and run
activities on deck and on land, providing expert knowledge of the astonishing marine wildlife on our
doorstep.

119

The Marine Ripple
Effect

https://www.linkedin.com/compa
ny/marine-ripple-effect

Social Media - The Marine Ripple Effect e-alert and Twitter feed is a two-way communication
resource: it is both a source of news and a vehicle for getting visitor’s messages to a wide range of
stakeholders, ranging from the general public to politicians.
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120

The Oceans
Academy

http://oceans.digitalexplorer.com
/

The Oceans Academy provides free classroom resources for UK and international schools,
educational events and workshops regarding the ocean(s). The project has identified areas of the UK
Curriculum where ocean case studies are appropriate, so teachers can continue teaching the topics
they are used to teach while simultaneously introducing their students to the oceans.

121

The Shore Thing

http://www.mba.ac.uk/shore_thi
ng/

The Shore Thing works with volunteers, schools and community groups around the British Isles to
collect information on rocky sea shore life, and as such to help monitor the impact of rising sea
temperatures on rocky shore species. The website provides survey protocols and methodologies. All
the information collected by volunteers is made available online and helps to build a picture of the
present state of UK rocky shores, and helps to measure change in the future.

122

The silver of the sea

http://www.blaastfilm.no/thesilver-of-the-sea/

This website offers a teaser for the film “The Silver of the Sea”, which is a documentary about the
yearly migration (over one thousand kilometers) of giant herring shoals that are several kilometers
long and wide. The shoals are hunted by bigger fish, whales, birds and humans. Biologist and
filmmaker Are Pilskog set out on a journey into the deep to expose this drama. As he follows the
destiny of a young puffin chick, whose life is critical to the timing of young herring, the film tells the
story of how even the greatest ecosystems of our planet may be vulnerable.

123

The Underwater
Observatory

http://uwobservatory.loven.gu.se/

The Underwater Observatory at Kristineberg offers real-time video underwater images of life at the
Swedish West Coast. Through the live-view webcams and stills archive, scientific researchers and the
general public have continuous, immersive access to life in the ocean. Visitors can also follow marine
scientists and their experiments in the field in real time.

124

Ocean Exploration
Centre Titanic
Belfast

http://www.titanicbelfast.com/Th
e-Experience/Ocean-ExplorationCentre-(1)

Titanic Belfast is a visitor attraction located on the site of the shipyard where the RMS Titanic was
built in Belfast. Visitors are guided through a number of galleries charting the history of the Titanic
from its construction to its final resting place at the bottom of the Atlantic. One of the galleries, the
Ocean Exploration Centre, provides an insight into modern 21st century ocean exploration. Visitors
can witness an underwater expedition from Robert Ballard’s Exploration Vessel Nautilus, and get up
close to some of the high-tech equipment used during deep sea missions. The centre offers a variety
of onsite workshops for different age groups, and has developed a great number of downloadable
education resources on ocean exploration, with a special emphasis on STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering & Mathematics).
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125

Vectors

http://www.marine-vectors.eu/

VECTORS is a research project which investigates the human use of the European marine
environment and how this leads to new changes for marine life and for society. VECTORS examines
how these changes affect the range of goods and services provided by the oceans, the socioeconomic impacts and the measures that could be taken to reduce or adapt these changes. This
website provides access to the research results of VECTORS, which can be used to support marine
management decisions, policies and governance. The project also includes a citizen science initiative
on the reporting of jellyfish blooms in the ocean.

126

Virtual Marine
Scientist

http://ipkl.gu.se/english/Research
/research_projects/vms

The Virtual Marine Scientist project aims to familiarise students (16‐19 years) with the specific
conditions in which marine scientists work and in which research is carried out. In a virtual
environment, students discover how to design and run experiments in environmental science. The
Virtual Marine Scientist offers a stimulating context in which one can learn about experimental
work, including elements of cooperation and problem solving. Students learn about the impact of
climate change and ocean acidification on species such as mussels, as well as formulate a hypothesis
and apply for funding to test their hypothesis. Entering the website requires a login.

127

Virtue

http://science.gu.se/english/coop
eration/virtue

Virtue is a school project that focuses on biofilms and biodiversity to inspire students and to raise
their interest in natural science. It also helps enabling students to show initiative and do an
experiment in different aquatic environments. The experiment is simple and requires a number of
compact discs mounted on a rack to be placed in different aquatic environments, during different
seasons. Students analyse growth on the plates, record their findings and compare results. The
species identified, values measured and photographs taken are entered in the Virtue database
(www.virtuedata.se, so far only available for Swedish schools). Virtue can be used with students of
any age, from pre-school to adults.

128

VLIZ
Jongerencontactdag
(VLIZ Marine
Scientist Day)

http://www.vliz.be/vmsd/en

The VLIZ Marine Scientist Day is a yearly day-long gathering of more than 300 young experts from all
marine and coastal scientific disciplines. They share knowledge through lectures, posters,
demonstrations and interactive sessions (e.g. young scientist speed dating activity). Since 2015, an
abstract contest is organised, enabling VLIZ to award one young scientist with a ‘VLIZ communication
award’. The winner of this award receives year-long support from the VLIZ communication team to
enhance and improve the communication and dissemination of his/her research topic and results.
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129

Voxmar

http://voxmar.pt/

Voxmar, an initiative involving all Portuguese people, aims to create a new image of the Portuguese
Sea. Once a month, Voxmar presentations are held, giving a voice to those Portuguese entrepreneurs
and researchers who, challenging the Sea, create the success of the country on a daily basis. The
public gets to know how tourism, gastronomy, fashion, cinema, research and innovation of
Portuguese companies gain momentum by the Sea’s resources or influence. There are nine thematic
conversations with more than 30 speakers who share inspiring stories.

130

Walvisstrandingen

http://www.walvisstrandingen.nl

This website is an online database of all stranded Cetaceans in the Netherlands from 1255 to the
present day. The website provides an overview of recent strandings, species information,
identification keys, sound recordings and a literature list. Visitors can report strandings on the site.
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Marine Wildlife
School Roadshow

http://www.whaleworkshop.org

For 15 years, the Marine Conservation Society (MCS) has offered Marine Wildlife Roadshows using
life-sized and life-like models of sea creatures, to raise awareness and focus attention, at public
events, exhibitions, festivals, and in schools. Since 2014 MCS shifted their focus to providing marine
wildlife models and advice for others to create their own (school) roadshows.
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World Oceans Day

http://www.worldoceansday.org/

The Ocean Project has launched ‘World Oceans Day’ in 2002, to celebrate and honor the ocean.
Since 2008, the United Nations officially recognized June 8th as World Oceans Day. On this day,
hundreds of organizations and networks organise events and activities such as lectures, field trips,
workshops, blue science cafés, sea markets and films. Organisers can post their event on the WOD
website. Every year, a new media and outreach kit is made available. On top of that, the website is
an extensive source of inspiration. You can find a series of highlighted initiatives for each year as well
as summary reports.
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ORCA 'your seas'

http://www.orcaweb.org.uk/ourwork/education-programme

Working with local schools, community groups and businesses, ORCA teaches people of all ages
about North Sea whales and dolphins, and the threats they face. ORCA helps the general public to
understand how they can play a role in protecting the marine environment. Fundamental to the
ORCA Your Seas work is the formal Education Programme that is delivered across schools in the
north east of the UK. The programme teaches students about dolphin science and builds up skills in
dolphin research. The programme culminates in an offshore survey field trip, on board DFDS King
Seaways, with experts.
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